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Abstract
Metadata plays an indispensable role in any distributed geographic data sharing
environment. Though its importance has been well recognized, a procedure enabling
correct and efficient metadata entry is still not available. The possible overwhelming
workload caused by huge volume of geographic data files and hundreds of metadata
elements in current standards often influence data providers’ willingness to create
metadata complying with current standards. We argue the metadata entry workload can be
effectively improved if unnecessarily repeated procedure can be successfully identified and
removed. A hierarchical metadata framework, categorized by inapplicable, database-level
and file-level, is proposed in this paper and its application on cadastre and remote sensing
data both demonstrate extraordinary improvements on the workload required.
Furthermore, the creation of such a hierarchical template can be as easy as answering 46
Boolean or simple selection questions. The proposed hierarchical framework is
particularly helpful to those organizations with a huge volume of data in its archive, as
only a limited number of file-level metadata elements need to be filled out during metadata
entry process. Its effects, however, may still depend on how “database” is defined. A
balance between the number of templates and entry workload still needs more research in
the future.

INTRODUCTION
Providing an open and interoperable geographic data environment to users is the ultimate
goal for current and future GIS research (Open GIS Consortium, 2001). To successfully
share geographic data in today’s internet GIS environment, metadata plays an indispensable
role (National Research Council, 1993). Users rely on metadata to query existing data
sources, acquire data from remote places, realize the details of data created by others and
make decisions if and how to use the data in hands (Green and Bossomaier, 2001).
Metadata serves as the bridge between users and data providers, even if they never knew
each other before. Generally understood as “data about data” (Bretherton and Singley,
1994), metadata is created to describe existing data (geographic data in this paper) so that
data users can have a better understanding or make correct decisions after acquiring data.
After collecting metadata from all related organizations, National Spatial Data
Infrastructure (NSDI) is capable of allowing users to query available geographic data
resources in its archive and further providing online data access via internet. To do so, all
metadata must follow common standards to avoid confusion among different users and
decrease the complexity of database design. Dependent on different serving purposes, a
variety of metadata standards have been proposed in the past 10 years (FGDC, 2001;
ANZLIC, 2001a; ISO, 2000b). Though Kim (1999) found a degree of similarity among
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various metadata standards he surveyed, different standards indeed have their own demands
and differences among them are often inevitable. Medyckyj-Scott et al. (1996) provided a
comprehensive list regarding what metadata can serve and their possible related metadata
elements. The more purposes metadata must suffice, the more metadata elements are
needed. In earlier days, the Content standard of Digital GeoSpatial Metadata proposed by
FGDC is perhaps the most complete metadata standard that covers a wide range of
application needs. The standardization of metadata elements restrains the format and
content of metadata, making it easier to design and build a nation-level data distribution
environment (Frank, 1994). Nonetheless, the mapping or harmonization between different
metadata standards remains to be a challenge to data users (ANZLIC, 2001b; FGDC,
2000a). In recent years, ISO (2000a) TC211 launched by International Standard
Organization aims to resolve many conflict and complex issues in GIS by proposing a
variety of standards. Among them, ISO 19115 is a standard specifically dealing with the
proposed elements in metadata. The emergence of metadata standards at international level
is certainly a strong indication of a better future metadata environment. Furthermore, data
providers may create their own metadata standard based on ISO 19115 (Association for
Geographic Information, 2003). Instead of the old-fashioned hierarchical framework,
another breakthrough in recent years is new standards tend to model their metadata
elements with UML and metadata is now better organized and managed with the
introduction of XML (W3C, 1998). In spite of these remarkable progresses, some issues
regarding the essence of metadata remains challenges to most data providers, metadata
entry is one of them.

From the perspective of metadata, the success of a data distribution environment largely
depends on the correction and completion of metadata. “Correction” means created
metadata must precisely describe the essence of the geographic data, while “completion”
means the metadata of all geographic data must be fully surveyed and created accordingly.
These two basic requirements, however, impose tremendous pressure on the data providers,
who are normally given the responsibility for creating and maintain metadata. Data
providers have to be familiar with the definitions of metadata elements, so as to correctly
determine appropriate contents for geographic data in their hands. Nonetheless, the
definitions of many metadata elements are either ambiguous or require professional
knowledge to interpret (e.g., data completeness, accuracy, resolution, etc.). A survey
(FGDC, 2000b) shows 7 out of the 10 most frequently happened mistakes for metadata
comes from the failure of grasping the real definitions of metadata elements. The number of
metadata elements for some current metadata standards, like FGDC or ISO, already
exceeds 300, to understand every metadata elements is certainly not an easy task. The
completion requirement is even more difficult to fulfill because it involves not only the
above-mentioned hundreds of metadata elements issue, but also the huge volume of
geographic data files. Typically, every geographic data file must correspond to a metadata
file (complying with chosen standards), the number of metadata entry workload is therefore
proportional to the number of geographic data files theoretically. The more geographic data
files a data provider owns in its holding, the more workload it must take care of and the
more difficult the “completion” demand can be met. Though everybody agrees metadata is
a key to the success of data distribution mechanism, nonetheless, if these two obstacles
cannot be removed, we can hardly believe the quality of metadata is acceptable.

To decrease the complexity and tremendous workload for metadata entry, several metadata
standards adopt either “core” (e.g., ANZLIC) or “Must-Optional” (e.g., FGDC) approaches.
These approaches allow data providers to only concentrate on metadata elements identified
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as “core” or “must” and remove or ignore those who aren’t. These types of selected metadata
elements usually have more importance or serve a particular use, so should be in no way
ignored. Though metadata entry can indeed be simplified, the drawback is the content of
these ignored metadata elements would end up empty and we cannot distinguish whether
this is caused by inapplicability or users’ ignorance. What worse is some data providers
may deliberately ignore the entry of optional metadata elements, even if they know how
and what to input. This definitely brings negative influences on the metadata quality, as
what users obtain from reading metadata is either incomplete or difficult to interpret.

As an old Chinese saying states, “Good tools are prerequisite to the successful execution of
a job”, though the correct and complete metadata entry certainly demands data providers to
have a certain degree of professional knowledge regarding metadata, we believe a better
tool to either simplify entry procedure or reduce required workload is desperately
necessary. This paper suggests a hierarchical framework to organize metadata so that
redundant entry workload can be avoided. In the remaining of this paper, the next section
discusses the basic concept of the hierarchical metadata framework; the following section
continues to analyze how to create the proposed framework and the next section
demonstrates the impacts of using the hierarchical framework by using cadastre and remote
sensing image data as example. Finally, the last section concludes the major contributions
of this paper.

HIERARCHICAL FRAMEWORK FOR METADATA
To reduce unnecessary repetition during metadata entry, the basic principle of our solution
is to detect those metadata elements that may share the same content among different
geographic data files. The successful identification of these metadata elements allow us to
“cite” already created metadata contents when creating the metadata for similar geographic
data file. The metadata elements in current standards will be subdivided into three levels,
namely, inapplicable, database-level and file-level. Our intuitive thinking is since
“database” is the way we use to organize data files with similar characteristics or following
the same procedure (e.g., 1/5000 topographic map database), if the content of a metadata
element is determined by the nature of database, then for all files in the database, their
content for this particular metadata elements should remain the same. For example, if all
files in the database allow online access from the Bureau of Land Surveying, the content of
online access metadata element of all these files should be the same and there is certainly
no need to repeatedly input them again and again. For those inapplicable metadata
elements, they should be excluded in the first place without even taken into consideration
during metadata entry. Under this circumstance, database-level metadata elements are input
only once and allow repeatedly citation whenever needed. The collection of inapplicable
and database-level metadata elements will be called a “metadata template” in this paper.
While creating metadata (for a geographic data file) with a template available, all the
required workload is reduced to the remaining file-level metadata elements. If the number
of file-level metadata elements can be reduced from current 300+ to say, 30, the reduced
workload is certainly extraordinary. Figure 1 shows how metadata entry workload for four
files can be reduced by using hierarchical framework. In the first row, every metadata file is
created separately according to chosen standard, users have to scan every metadata element
and determine its content, and the required workload is therefore proportional to the
number of files. In the second row, yellow and blue cylinders respectively represent
database- and file-level metadata elements. While creating metadata for the last three files,
the reduced workload is represented by grey cylinder. For another type of data, we may
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have more database-level metadata and the 3rd row shows the influence. The right part of
Figure 1 shows the required workload for the three cases, the impact is rather obvious.

Figure 1: The reduced workload for metadata entry for using hierarchical metadata framework.

How effective this hierarchical framework is, nevertheless, would depend on how we
define “database.” It should work best if all geographic data files belong to the same type,
e.g., same data series created with same methods by same organizations. The more specific
the database can be, the fewer the file-level metadata elements are. For example, by
choosing “database” as remote sensing images and SPOT images respectively, the number
of file-level metadata elements for the latter case is definitely fewer than that of the former.
That is, for remote sensing images, it will be better to create metadata template for each
types of images, rather than using only common characteristics of remote sensing images as
the basis of template design.

HIERARCHY DETERMINATION
The process for determining metadata hierarchy is illustrated by Figure 2. Metadata
elements are first categorized into two categories of “inapplicable” and “applicable.” All
inapplicable metadata elements are eliminated in the later metadata entry process. The
remaining metadata elements are then subdivided into either database-level or file-level.
Whether a metadata element is applicable largely depends on the nature of geographic data
and how the data is distributed. For example, since a database file without spatial
representation only contains text-numeric types of data, all metadata elements related to
location reference system, horizontal/vertical accuracy, etc. are inapplicable. On the other
hand, whether a metadata element belongs to database-level or file-level would depend on
how data is processed and managed. For example, if all geographic data files in the same
database are created following the same specification, metadata elements like purpose,
process step, scale denominator, etc. will belong to database-level metadata element. On the
contrary, some metadata elements are born to be file-level, e.g., spatial coverage.

Without using hierarchical framework

Using hierarchical framework

Less file-level metadata

Workload comparison of the three cases
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Figure 2: The determination of metadata hierarchy.

FGDC metadata standard is chosen as the research subject in this paper. We design 15
questions to determine the applicability of metadata elements (Table 1) and 31 questions to
distinguish database-level/file-level metadata elements (Table 2). Every question will
influence a particular set of metadata elements. The number of influenced metadata
elements by the answer of the question and the analyzed result of tested cadastral map and
remote sensing image data are also shown in Table 1. For example, if the analyzed data
contains only attributes without spatial representation, then all of their related 109 metadata
elements can be excluded to be inapplicable metadata elements.

Table 1: Question group 1 (for distinguish if applicable or not) and corresponding analyzed results.
Questions Metadata elements

influenced
Digitized
cadastre map

Remote
sensing images

The types of data: only spatial, attribute or both? 21/109/0 Both Only spatial
Does the data allow online download in digital format? 18/1 N Y
Is data compressed? 0/2 N Y
Methods of online access? (No/internet/dial-up) 13/8/3 N N
Does the data have security classification? 0/6 N N
Does the data derived from certain original data source? 0/25 Y N
Does the data have other citation details? 0/1 N N
Is the data vector or raster format? 5/61 Vector Raster
Does the data have browse graphic? 0/3 N Y
Types of the horizontal coordinate systems 27/5/28 plane plane
Bearing of horizontal coordinate system? 0/5 N N
Types of vertical coordinate system 0/4/4/11 N N
Does the data have only one map layer? 2/0 Y Y
Does the data located in the polar area? (UPS zone) 0/2 N N
Does the data have VPF description? 0/1 N N

Table 2: Question group 2 (for distinguishing database-level and file-level metadata).
Questions Influenced

metadata
Questions Influenced

metadata
Same responsible organization? 17 Same uncompressed method for digital data? 2
Same data processing organization? 17 Same layer configuration? 2
Same data production organization? 1 Same way for checking data completeness 1
Same data provide organization? 34 Same way for check logical consistency? 1
Same metadata entry organization? 79 Same way for checking position accuracy? 4
Same published information? 4 Same schema for attribute table? 6
Same Data source published information? 4 Same way for evaluate attribute accuracy? 2
Same Projection method? 20 Same measure frequency for attribute? 1
Same reference ellipsoid? 4 Same measure method for attribute? 3
Same grid coordinate system? 1 Same data production method? 4
Same maintain frequency? 1 Same basis for recording time 2
Same data development status? 1 Same cited information? 1
Same types of non-digital data? 1 Same series of original data 5
Same types of digital data? 5 Same object type? 7
Same recording format for digital data? 5 Same inspecting metadata time 2
Same online download method for digital
data?

1

Question group I

Inapplicable Applicable

Question group I

Database level

File level

Metadata
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The major merit of this proposed approach is its simplicity, because all questions are either
Boolean or simple selection. That is, after users answer all 46 questions based on their
understanding about geographic data, the hierarchy will be automatically created. To test its
impacts on metadata entry, we further develop a metadata entry prototype system. Rather
than following the category of metadata standard (like the metadata browsing interface of
ESRI ArcGIS 8.x), we reorganize all metadata elements in a wizard interface by grouping
highly related metadata elements together. For example, all metadata elements regarding
organization or individual are grouping together and users can easily assign or copy values
if they share the same contents. A typical metadata entry process goes like this, after
answering above 46 questions, users start wizard and begin to fill in contents for metadata
elements. All inapplicable metadata elements are gray out and only database-level metadata
elements are highlighted and prompted to users for input. After completing every form in
the wizard, the results are saved as a metadata template. Whenever users need to create
metadata for a particular geographic data file, users first import this template, since all
inapplicable and database-level metadata elements have been handled beforehand, what
users left to do are only file-level metadata elements. Users still need to go through every
form in the wizard, but this time only file-level metadata elements are highlighted. Note
this wizard interface is purely designed to serve entry purpose, it may not be very
appropriate to be used for metadata element browsing, as it may be rather difficult to locate
specific metadata elements.

TEST RESULT
The prototype of the wizard-based metadata entry system is developed using Visual Basic,
while the created metadata and associated templates are stored in MS Access format. A
utility program is later developed to export the created metadata and translate it to XML
format to comply with current metadata standards. Figure 3 shows one of the entry form
regarding identification information after importing selected template (digital cadastral
maps in this case). Since inapplicable and database-level metadata elements have already
been handled during template creation (either gray out or lablelled with blue text), only file-
level metadata elements are prompted for input at this time (labeled with red text).

Figure 3: Wizard-based interface based on the hierarchical concept.
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Table 3 shows the analyzed reults of cadastre data (land bureau), digital cadastral data
(branch office) and SPOT images using the hierarchical metadata framework. For these two
types of cadastre map data, we can observe a clear distinction on the number of file-level
metadata elements.  This is due to there are two major types of cadastre map, one type
created by GPS and field survey and another type from manual digitizing of existing paper
maps. If metadata template is based on cadastre map, the difference between these two
types of data will have to be handled at file-level metadata elements. On the other hand, if
we created templates respectively for these two types of data, metatata elements regarding
process, format, etc. can all be categorized as database-level and reduce necessary entry
workload. As discussed before, the ratio between the number of database- and file-level
metadata elements varies with the type of geographic data. From this example, obviously
how the template (cadastral map or digital survey cadastral map) should receive a lot of
attention. For SPOT images, there are only 19 metadata elements (bounding coordinates,
title, version, metadata file, place keywords, file size, cloud coverag, time) identifid as file-
level metadata elements. The metadata of image database is usually of great concerns
because the number of images may increase dramatically in a short period of time. The
analyzed result brings a pleasant surprise that not only the number of file-level elements is
limited to 19 only, but also the majority of them can be directly acquired from on-board
data of the images. By creating appropriate template, we can expect the metadata of RS
image can almost be created automatically.

Table 3: Number of metadata elements at different levels of hierarchy.
Data Inapplicable Database level File-level
Cadastral data (land bureau) 97 112 126
Digital survey cadastral data (branch office) 116 189 30
SPOT images 112 204 19

CONCLUSION
The success of any geographic data sharing mechanism largely depends on the complete
and correct creation of metadata. The possible overwhelming workload often draws serious
concerns to most data providers, particularly in the early stages. By proposing a hierarchical
metadata framework, we successfully demonstrate the workload for metadata entry can be
effectively reduced by identifying inapplicable and database-level metadata elements.
Metadata entry for an individual geographic data file can then be limited to only file-level
metadata elements. Furthermore, the identification can be easily completed by merely
answering 46 Boolean or simple selection questions, without much prerequisite
understanding about the hierarchical framework. Though users still require domain
knowledge to correctly fill in metadata contents, the merit of the proposed approach is users
can take advantage of the hierarchy to quickly create a template for future metadata entry.
Note both the nature of geographic data and how data is managed and distributed have
influences on the hierarchy determination, therefore every organization may have to design
the best template for the data in its holding.
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